Resuscitation with Intact Cord Reduces the Rate of Asphyxia at 5 Minutes
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Abstract

Objectives: Explore the effect of resuscitation with intact cord in neonate asphyxia.

Methods and materials: Retrospective cohort study. Asphyxia babies 104 cases from Jan. 2011 to Dec. 2013 in the second maternal and neonatal hospital in Jinan Shandong province received immediate cord clamping and transferring to the emergency-bed for the resuscitation process were enrolled as controlled group; experimental group were those asphyxia babies 94 cases from Jan. 2014 to Dec. 2016 where they were resuscitated with intact cord in delivery bed. Data was recorded from the clinical record in the hospital. Information including maternal condition, delivery process and neonate condition were recorded. Following up were through the telephone for the neonate survival condition.

Results: The general information of maternal age, pregnant weeks, neonate birth weight in two groups was not of significant. The rate of asphyxia in two groups were not of statistical difference ($\chi^2 = 2.043$, $P = 0.153$; asphyxia rate at five minute in experimental group 4.3% (4/94) was lower than that in controlled group 13.5% (14/104), of statistical difference ($\chi^2 = 4.968$, $P = 0.026$). Neonatal death and paralysis in two groups were not of statistical difference.

Conclusions: Resuscitation with intact cord reduces the rate of asphyxia at five minutes without increasing the neonate death and paralysis rate. It should be considered against the protocol of cutting the cord immediately and transferred to emergence bed.
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Introduction

The benefit of delayed cord clamping till the pulsation of the cord ceased has been proved both to mothers and babies, as increased hemoglobin levels and iron store of babies at first 6 months [1,2]. The traditional method of cutting the cord immediately after birth has been abandoned from the routine clinical practice protocols [3].

And most of the recommendation on these issues supporting the delayed cord clamping on the normal babies. But for the asphyxia babies, argues remain for the keeping warm by transferring to the radiators and resuscitation on this table, that will cut the cord and this may be deprived the asphyxia babies the oxygen and nutrient supplies from the placenta while their lungs not start to work properly. Brouwer E to measure the PH state from preterm babies with intact cord founded that median SpO2 of the infants increased quickly in the first 4 min after birth to a stable level above 90%, that suggested placenta transfusion with intact cord improved neonate’s conditions [4].

We have applied delayed cord clamping on resuscitation of asphyxia babies since 2014, and 94 cases asphyxia babies recovered and survived without palsy or other complications that offered good news to supporting the delayed cord clamping on asphyxia babies. We compared those case with data of asphyxia babies that were resuscitation in traditional methods that cutting cord and transferred to the bedside radiator tables.
Discussion

Many studies had proved that delayed umbilical cord clamping (DCC) as compared with immediate umbilical cord clamping (ICC) can reduce the risk of mortality and the need for blood transfusions [5, 6]. It is believed the beneficial effect of DCC mainly was attributed to a larger circulating neonatal blood volume by increased placental transfusion [7].

Avoiding hypoxemia, especially in the first minutes after birth, is pivotal since this is associated with lower HR and increased risk of intraventricular hemorrhage and death.

And the rate of severe Apgar score at birth was not of statistical at birth in this study, and lower rate of severe asphyxia at 5 min in experimental group, that may be attributed to the continuous supplication of blood and oxygen from placenta transfusion. Also the palsy rate between two groups was not of difference, the benefit of resuscitation with intact cord should be considered.

Conclusions

Resuscitation with intact cord improves the Apgar score at 5 min without increasing the death rate and palsy rate. It should be considered in clinical practice and larger sample of observation study should be needed for more solid results.
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